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Abstract 
 
There are over 60,000 medium-to-large industrial storage tanks made of thermoplastic 
materials in Europe. Thermoplastic tanks are an attractive alternative to metal tanks for 
storing many products, including hazardous chemicals due to their outstanding chemical 
resistance, longer design life and cheaper installation costs. Unlike metallic storage tanks, 
there are no established procedures for inspecting safety critical welds in thermoplastic 
storage tanks, either at the manufacturing stage or during service and consequently they are 
often used without due consideration of their condition and fitness for service. Where 
inspection is required for the continued use of the tank this involves the costly draining and 
venting of the tank prior to personnel entry. The development of a reliable and repeatable 
volumetric NDT technique for examining the containment welds in thermoplastic tanks will 
open up new and more demanding applications for these products as well as avoiding the 
need for draining the tank to inspect existing stock. This paper will describe the progress on 
the development of an ultrasonic inspection system for plastic storage tanks. Results will 
show the progress on the inspection of butt welds and fillet welds in plastic storage tanks. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
Thermoplastic tanks are often installed with the view that they will not deteriorate and that 
therefore they do not need to be inspected in order to assess their overall integrity for 
continued operational service. However, they do fail, usually by cracking due to chemical 
degradation or fabrication flaws and this is accelerated by elevated operating temperatures. 
Virtually all medium-to-large thermoplastic storage tanks are fabricated using containment 
welds between the base and shell of the tank and at inlet/outlet nozzles. These welds are 
made using manual processes and are therefore more likely to contain defects that threaten 
the structural integrity of the finished tank either in the short term or during its service life. 
 
Thermoplastics are relatively new structural materials and they provide significant 
challenges for NDE. In particular, these materials are acoustically very opaque. For more 
demanding service applications, such as higher operating temperatures and pressures, there 
has been a lack of confidence in the long-term reliability of these materials and this has 
restricted the use of welded thermoplastic tank systems in these applications, despite their 
obvious benefits, including their inertness to most chemicals, corrosion resistance, ease of 
fabrication and cost. However, there is a renewed interest in the use of thermoplastic tanks 
for these more critical applications provided that applied inspection can be shown to give a 
high confidence level in the welded joint integrity and that of the adjacent parent material. 
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Added to this is the need to develop a realistic defect acceptance standard for the range of 
structural welds found in thermoplastic tanks. 
 
Current practice for inspecting plastic storage tanks involves draining them and sending in 
an inspector to visually inspect the tanks. A potential problem with this is the dark 
environment and the tanks are usually made of black plastic material. In this study, work 
towards a Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) method for inspecting the welds in a storage 
tank from the outside without the need of draining the tanks is conducted. This paper 
describes the initial developments of the techniques to inspect some of the flaws present.  
 
2.  Materials and Joint Configurations 
 
The joint types and flaw types to be assessed were based on industry requirements. 
Procedures for inserting the flaws were established, and samples with artificial and 
representative defects were manufactured. The extruded sheet material and the welding rod 
were High-Density Polyethylene (HDPE). The material thicknesses studied are 15mm, 
25mm and 40mm.  
 
2.1 Joint geometries 
 
Both double-V butt and fillet joints are inspected in this study, see Figure 1. They form the 
most common and critical welds in a storage tank. The sections welding for this study were 
around 1m long and the welds were parallel to the sheet extrusion direction. 
 

 

 
 
Figure 1. (a) Double-V butt weld. (b) Fillet weld. 
 

(a) 

(b) 
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2.1 Flaw types 
 
Three different flaw types that are present in storage tanks were studied. These flaws 
include both manufacturing flaws and in-service flaws. A total of nine different double-V 
butt welds and four fillet welds were manufactured for each material thickness, making it a 
total of 39 welds. 
 
• Lack of fusion between extrudate and parent material 
o This flaw type will be simulated using embedded and partially embedded 
aluminium discs of diameters between 2 and 25mm, see Figure 2. 
• Cracks in parent material and through the extrudate 
o This flaw type will be simulated by machining notches of different depths into 
completed welds. 
• Cold weld between extrudate and parent material 
o This flaw type will be generated by having no material pre-heat. 
 

    
 
Figure 2. Double-V butt welds with aluminium discs simulating planar flaws. 

 
3.  Technique Development 
 
This section describes the steps taken to develop the techniques to inspect the different 
welds in HDPE storage tanks. It involves optimising the techniques, inspecting the samples, 
and developing software for data analysis. 
 
3.1 PAUT technique 
 
Compared to inspecting metal, HDPE is very attenuative. Figure 3 shows the attenuation 
measured in the material inspected in this study in relation to frequency and distance 
travelled. In comparison, typical attenuation values for steel are 0.04 to 0.08dB/mm. 
 
Techniques developed for the inspection of HDPE pipe welds (1) have relied on the use of a 
single sound beam path. However, for the inspection of double-V butt welds, a 
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conventional weld inspection approach was taken, using a rexolite wedge and a skip on the 
back wall to get complete coverage of the fusion zone, see Figure 4. 
 

             
 
Figure 3. Attenuation per distance for different frequencies in the inspected material. 
 

  
 
Figure 4. (a) A beam plot of the setup for a double-V butt weld. (b) The transducer 
and the wedge positioned on the welded plate. 
 
Since the technique relies on a skip on the back wall, this ability need to be evaluated. 
Figure 5(a) shows the setup with the probe on a 40mm thick HDPE sample with five 3mm 
diameter side-drilled-holes (SDHs) at different depths. Figure 5(b) shows the resulting 

(a) (b) 
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sector scan with both direct reflections and reflection after skipping on the back wall from 
all five SDHs. 
 

  
 
Figure 5. (a) Transducer setup on a 40mm thick HDPE reference block with SDHs. 
(b) PAUT sector scan showing both direct and skip reflections from the SDHs. 
 
Inspection of fillet welds in metallic structures is always problematic and the inspection of 
the fillet welds employed in the construction of HDPE storage tanks is no exception. The 
nature of the construction of the tanks results in a very uneven tank wall surface and very 
limited tank floor material on which to place a probe. For this reason it was decided to 
investigate the technique of placing the probe on the weld cap (which is usually very 
smooth) employing a water wedge to accommodate any surface irregularities. Figure 6 
shows simple beam plots of this arrangement and figure 7 shows the transducer within two 
variations of water wedge, (a) a membrane sealed water wedge and (b) an open faced water 
wedge. 
 

   
 
Figure 6. Beam plots for fillet weld inspection. (a) for the horizontal fusion face (b) for 
the vertical fusion face. 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 7. (a) Closed membrane water wedge probe housing. (b) Open face water 
wedge and transducer. 
 
3.2 PAUT inspection 
 
Defects in double-V butt welds can occur on all four fusion planes; see Figure 8. By 
utilising the skip technique evaluated above, all fusion planes can be evaluated by 
inspecting the welds with two skips on one side, see Figure 9(a) for one skew. However, 
the samples in this study were inspected from all for sides; see Figure 9(b). 
 

  
 

Figure 8. (a) Defects on the lower fusion faces. (b) Defects on the upper fusion faces. 
 

  
 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 9. (a) Inspecting the sample with skew 90 on one side. (b) Inspections of the 
samples with both skews on both sides. 
 
PAUT scans were acquired on a sample with aluminium discs from all four positions as 
shown in Figure 9(b). The sector scans at two positions can be seen in Figure 10 giving 
indications of geometrical signals, such as the weld cap and the root signal along with 
signals reflected from a defect. The scans were encoded and B-scans along with an image 
of the weld can be seen in Figure 11. 
 

  
 
Figure 10. Sector scans for (a) skew 270 and (b) skew 90. 
 

 

 

(a) (b) 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 11. (a) B-scan in skew 270 for a sample with 13 inserted aluminium discs. (b) 
The sample with 25 aluminium discs. (c) B-scan in skew 90 for a sample with 12 
inserted aluminium discs. 

 
Another scan on a welded plate with ten inserted aluminium discs of 2-15mm diameter was 
carried out and the B-scans can be seen in Figure 12. Figure 12(b) shows the aluminium 
discs location. All discs were located at the lower fusion faces, and good detection and 
location capabilities can be seen in Figure 12(a) and (c). The B-scans can be used to size 
the defects in the scan direction. Figure 13 shows B-scans of a 25mm and a 2mm 
aluminium disc that have been correctly sized. 
 

 
 
Figure 12. (a) B-scan in skew 270 for a sample with 5 inserted aluminium discs. (b) 
The sample with 10 aluminium discs. (c) B-scan in skew 90 for a sample with 5 
inserted aluminium discs. 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Figure 13. (a) Length sizing of a 25mm aluminium disc based on the B-scan. The 
marked length in the B-scan is 24mm. (b) Length sizing of a 2mm aluminium disc 
based on the B-scan. The marked length in the B-scan is 2mm. 
 
Defects in the fillet welds can occur in both fusion planes as shown in Figure 14.  
 

               
 
Figure 14. Defects in fillet weld fusion faces. 
 
Figure 15 shows sectorial scans of a fillet weld. Figure 15(a) shows the scan of a weld with 
no flaws. The cluster of indications at the weld root are from hot gas welding rod beads 
which are used to hold the sheets in place prior to the fillet weld process. Figure 15(b) 
shows indications from side drilled holes (SDH) inserted along the fusion face.  
Although not all the sound beams shown in the beam plots in Figure 6 are perpendicular to 
the fusion face, by positioning the probe adjacent to each weld toe of the fillet weld, 
sufficient sound is reflected back to the probe to give an indication of any lack of fusion 
flaws. 
 
A scan on each weld toe of a fillet welded sample with 25 inserted aluminium discs of 2-
15mm diameter was carried out, and the B-scans can be seen in Figure 16. Figure 16(b) 
shows the aluminium discs location. Acceptable detection and location capabilities can be 
seen in Figure 16(a) and (c). The B-scans can be used to size the defects in the scan 
direction. 
 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 15. (a) Sector scan of fillet weld showing root bead welds. (b) Sector scan of 
fillet weld showing artificial flaws (SDH). 
 

 

 
 
Figure 16. (a) B-scan in vertical leg for a sample with 11 inserted aluminium discs. (b) 
The sample with 25 aluminium discs. (c) B-scan in horizontal leg for a sample with 14 
inserted aluminium discs (the last disc was undetectable). 
 

(a) (b) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Weld Cap 
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3.3 PAUT analysis software 
 
In NDT using ultrasound a crucial aspect is to interpret acquired data correctly to make an 
informed decision. There are proprietary software sold by PAUT hardware vendors, but 
there are learning curves associated with each of those which are extended by the inclusion 
of unnecessary features. Bespoke software was therefore created in this study with the aim 
of having an intuitive user interface along with appropriate features; see Figure 12 for an 
example screen shot. 
 

 
 
Figure 17. Screenshot of the analysis software. 
 
4.  Scanning System Development 
 
The aim is to develop a 3-axis portable scanner that can be put in place by a single operator. 
It should be able to scan the weld at the bottom of the tank as shown in Figure 1and also the 
weld around a nozzle pipe. The objectives are that the scanner should be as lightweight as 
possible, as low a profile in z direction as possible to be able to operate in constrained 
spaces and able to measure the force applied by the probe to enable the scanner to apply a 
constant contact force with a surface. Also the head of the scanner should be removable to 
allow for manual inspection if required. Although the constituent parts of the scanner have 
been acquired the final scanner has not yet been assembled. However Figure 18 shows the 
concept design of the scanner. 
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Figure 18. Scanner concept design 
 
6.  Conclusions 
 
This study has shown that very good results can be obtained for the inspection of double 
vee butt welds in HDPE when using PAUT with a rexolite wedge, providing a sensitivity 
sufficient to detect and size 2mm lack of fusion flaws. Furthermore, it has been shown that 
the inspection of fillet welds using a water wedge is possible, but with a reduced sensitivity, 
sufficient to detect 4mm lack of fusion flaws. In addition to this, progress has been made in 
the development of a universal flaw analysis software tool as well as a site scanning 
system. 
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